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The Authority of Music Criticism*
BY EDWARD T. CONE

W HAT AUTHORITY can the music critic claim for his opinions? That
is a question often posed, or implied, by composers and performers, and sometimes by critics themselves. Its relevance is not nullified by the fact that it is usually asked by one who feels, rightly or
wrongly, that he has been misunderstood by the critic and traduced
by the expression of his opinion.

Rightly or wrongly-for some philosophers, of course, those
words are red herrings. George Boas, for example, after contrasting
the instrumental values of a work of art (its usefulness for various
purposes) with its terminal values (the pleasure derived from the work

itself), concludes: "What the critic says about instrumental values is
objective and binding upon others, but terminal evaluations will in
essence be purely autobiographical and will be authoritative only to
men like himself."' Boas may be right; yet oddly enough, many who
in theory claim to hold similar opinions, in practice tacitly concede the
existence of standards of taste and criticism, and defer to the authority
of the standard-bearers. In what follows, I shall try to avoid argument

on this point by establishing premises equally valid, I hope, for a
personal relativist of the Boas stripe, for a cultural relativist, and for

one who insists on the objectivity of absolute standards.
The music critic who is to be my primary concern is one of a
triumvirate, all of whose members are engaged in some kind of critical
activity: the reviewer, the teacher, and what I call the critic proper.

To be sure, these are not necessarily three separate persons: a single
critic may, and often does, assume two or all three roles. But since the
aims and activities of each are distinct, it is convenient to discuss them

as three individuals rather than as three aspects of one.
* This essay was read, in a slightly different form, at the Salzburg Seminar in
April 1979, and at a meeting of the New York Chapter of the American Musicological
Society in October 1979. It is part of a study in progress, investigating the various
manifestations of music criticism: in words, in performance, and in composition it-

self.

i George Boas, A Primer for Critics (Baltimore, 1937), p. 149-
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For the typical member of the musical public the term "mu
critic" invokes the image of the reviewer whose columns he read

the daily or weekly press. I suspect, too, that most reviewers think
themselves as practicing exemplary music criticism. In fact, howeve
what reviewers produce represents a genre of criticism that is narr
ly delimited, even though it may preponderate in sheer bulk of
put. The point becomes clear as soon as one looks at the parallel in th
world of letters: "book reviewer" is by no means synonymous, or co
terminous, with "literary critic"; indeed, many fine literary critics

view no books at all.

The reviewer writes primarily for the consumer. His reader wants

to know what to buy: what concerts and operas to attend, what records to listen to, and what to think about what he hears. The review-

er's ears, then, must be fundamentally similar to those of the lay
audience--although, one hopes, sharper and more focused. His essays
must describe as accurately as possible how the music sounded-how
it went, if it was new; how it was performed, if it was old. If he is
successful his reader will say, "Yes, that is what I heard," or, "Yes,
that is what I should have heard had I been more attentive," or, "So

that is what I would have heard if I had been there." But the reviewer

cannot stop with mere description. He must make a judgment, for
what his reader is most anxious to know is, Is it worth hearing, worth

attending, worth talking about, worth buying? Will I like it? (Or,

Should I like it?) The reviewer's authority, then, stems from his reader's conviction that the reviewer's taste is trustworthy--which most
frequently means, consonant with the reader's own. Broader and better informed, to be sure, but basically similar. Boas is certainly right
about the reviewer: his opinions "will be authoritative only to men like

himself."

The successful reviewer, then, must write from the layman's point
of view. He is, if you will, a professional layman. The teacher-critic,
by contrast, is your out-and-out professional, a professional professional. His reader, or more likely his auditor, is presumably one who
is working at music seriously, either as a performer or as a composer.
(I am obviously not dealing here with attempts to train recalcitrant
children or apathetic adolescents--nor, at the moment, with the education of appreciative listeners.) The student of the teacher-critic is a
maker, not a consumer, of music. In a word, he is a musician-whether only an aspirant, or frankly an amateur, or fully a professional. The
teacher's judgment of his performance, or of his composition, is not
pronounced for its own sake; rather it is directed toward helping him
to improve or to perfect his work. Criticism of this kind is specific and
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THE AUTHORITY OF MUSIC CRITICISM 3

practical. Its aim is to aid the student in achieving hi
goals. Such a teacher's authority resides in what we c
competence: the precision of his technical knowledge,
his musical experience, and the ability to apply both
experience to the solution of the student's problems.
The teacher's aim has just been defined in terms of
goals. But often the teacher goes beyond that limitati

help the student define his goals. Indeed, at any level bey
elementary, the achievement of a given end merges inse
reshaping of that end. It is a duty of the teacher to assis
that process by constantly questioning, not only the a
of the student's methods, but the value of his results as

prets-a performance, a composition-and he evaluates
he becomes, to use my term, a critic proper.

The preceding discussion has excluded those who offer

in such subjects as music history and "appreciation."
were intentional, for these teachers address a differen

pursue different objectives. Their students are seeking, n
or to reproduce music, but to understand it better or eve
it more fully. At every level, their instruction is almost
volve real critical activity. And when music history mov
understanding of style, for example, or when appreciati
the mere recognition of themes and patterns, the thrust
criticism is evident. If such teachers often consider themselves to be
true critics it is because they often are; for, as will become clear, the
basic job of the critic is precisely to broaden and deepen appreciation,
in the best sense of the word.

The reviewer, too, often regards himself as a critic proper, though
less frequently with justification. Yet he can become one, and in much

the same way. When description evolves into interpretation, when
summary judgment gives way to reasoned evaluation, reviewing be-

comes criticism.

These activities of interpretation and evaluation correspond to the

basic re-creative and judicial aspects of criticism as defined by T. M.
Greene, following Asher E. Hinds.2 (A third aspect, the historical,
will be specifically considered later on.) But whereas all reviewers and
all teachers (of the first type) must engage in judicial criticism, that is
not necessarily true of the critic proper. On the other hand, what is
essential for him, interpretation or re-creation, can hardly fail to in-

2 T. M. Greene, The Arts and the Art of Criticism (Princeton, 1940), pp. 369-73.
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clude at least some implied evaluation, if only by his choice of works

for discussion.

Here, then, is our music critic. Just as the reviewer is basically a
layman writing for other laymen, and the teacher a practicing musician training other musicians, so the critic is an informed music-lover
writing for other music-lovers. If the word "amateur" did not today
carry with it connotations of inexperienced dabbling, I should prefer
R. P. Blackmur's formulation: "Criticism, I take it, is the formal dis-

course of an amateur." The last word, as Blackmur immediately
makes clear, must be taken in its original sense: "When there is
enough love and enough knowledge represented in the discourse it is a
self-sufficient but by no means an isolated art."3 Indeed, his original
reference to "formal discourse" should have been enough to convince
us that he was not using "amateur" in the sense implied by the adjective "amateurish." (If one wants additional proof one has only to look

at Blackmur's own career as a professional critic.) No: for Blackmur
the critic is a professional, but a professional amateur. That is a para-

doxical formulation of my own, although it is similar to Blackmur's
coinage, "master-layman," by which he characterizes the ideal scholar-critic: one whose work embodies all three of Greene's aspects-the
re-creative, the judicial, and the historical. As Blackmur puts it, "He
must be the master-layman of as many modes of human understanding as possible in a single act of the mind."4
In the case of the music critic there are at least three such "modes

of understanding." First the "musicological": a recognition of the
facts-ethnic, social, political, historical, biographical--that form the
background of the work under discussion, and above all a capacity to
discriminate between those that are relevant and those that are not.
Then the technical: a comprehension of the syntax of the musical lan-

guage employed, and an ability to explain, through analysis, the
workings of that syntax. Finally, the experiential: the insight that can
come only from personal contact with a wide range of music, familiarity with the style embodied by the work at hand, and close study of

the work itself. Naturally, the areas defined by these modes overlap
widely. When historical musicology, for example, utilizes style-analysis, it enters the realm I have defined as technical. Moreover, no analysis, whether of a style or of a single work, can be trustworthy unless

thoroughly grounded in the analyst's own experience.

3R. P. Blackmur, Language as Gesture (New York, 1952), P- 372.

4 Blackmur, Language as Gesture, p. 163-
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What does the music-lover expect of such a critic? The co
wants to know how to buy; the musician wants to know how
or to compose; what does the music-lover want to know? In th
est sense, he wants to know how to listen. The critic, as I h
gested, is a teacher of appreciation at the highest level. A reade
a critic's knowledge for its usefulness as a guide toward a co
interpretation and evaluation of a work. Interpretation: how th
can be heard in its own terms, both formal and expressive. Eva
how the work can be heard in relation to others, and what its

significance may be. It is the critic's job to articulate these ins
such a way as to make them available to his readers: that is the

of his "formal discourse."

Music-lovers do not constitute a well-defined class. A music-lover

may be a layman or a professional, a performer or a composer. A
critic, accordingly, can be any or all of these. He may make his living
by reviewing. He may be a first-rate musician or historian. When he
points out what is wrong in a composition or a performance, and sug-

gests how to put it right, he is a teacher. Nevertheless, the critic's
knowledge, in its musicological, technical, and personal aspects, and
his duties, interpretive and evaluative, ally him most closely with the
performer. Every good performer is necessarily a kind of critic; it is

only slightly metaphorical to say that every good critic is a kind of
performer. In what follows, the term "interpreter" will refer to both.
The authority of their interpretations derives from the same source:
the composition. When, as they both must, critic and performer mar-

shal to their service the facts about a work--historical, biographical,
stylistic-it is essential but not sufficient that those be accurate. They
must also be applied accurately, and the test of that accuracy is their
relevance to the composition. Again, when analysis is invoked to clarify the course of the music, the relationships discovered must be patent
in the composition.
It is by no means easy, however, to define just what the composi-

tion is. One reductive theory, popular today, identifies it with the
score. Clearly the composition is at least the score (assuming that there
is one); and from a purely objective point of view that may indeed be
all that the composition is. But most of us do not regard music purely

objectively. What interests us is not an abstraction called a composition, but a piece of music that we can actually perceive. The score is
the ultimate source of all our perceptions, but it is the perceived com-

position that is the object of critical and interpretive thought. The
interesting "facts" about such a work are not those that are simply
true, but those that are relevant to our perceptions. Thus historical
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data may be correct, analyses may be textually demonstrable; but our
opinion as to the applicability of the data, of the significance of the

analysis, depends on our perception of the composition.
Perception in this context means, of course, not the physical act of
hearing the work, but the way one hears it, in actuality or in imagination. Perception includes not only one's view of the musical structure
but one's reaction to its expressive power as well. It is the basis of any
re-creation, any performance, of the work. In other words: one'sperception of the composition is the source of one's conception of its performance. And while the score remains one authoritative measure of

the validity of all such conceptions, it can never have been so completely and perfectly notated as to permit only one re-creation as
uniquely correct. (In the case of pure electronic music, perception of
the composition is fused with perception of its performance-or "execution," to use David Lewin's term.5s Re-creation is restricted to the
interpretations of the critical listener.)
We should speak, then, not of the but of a correct performance,

and similarly of a valid critique. A correct performance is one that
respects the score-or more precisely, one that accurately interprets
its notational code. A valid critique is one that draws correct inferences from verifiable facts. But we can still choose among such interpretations. Few of us are satisfied with correct performances and valid

critiques: most of us want something more. The authoritative performance is more than correct; the authoritative critique is more than

valid. Blackmur, in the passage previously cited, was not ashamed to
single out and name the incremental quality as "love": "When there is
enough love and enough knowledge represented in the discourse [criticism] is a self-sufficient but by no means an isolated art." Knowledge

has been our subject so far; now, I fear, the discussion must turn to
love. For those who find that word embarrassing, let me substitute
two others, which may clarify what Blackmur had in mind: intensity
and conviction. It is the intensity of the performer's involvement with

a work that, coupled with his knowledge, results in conviction-conviction that manifests itself in what we call, not just a correct, but a

convincing performance. In the same way, it is the coupling of the
critic's intensity with his knowledge that produces the convincing critique-that makes of criticism, like performance, "a self-sufficient but

by no means isolated art."

The coupling of knowledge with intensity that informs-the work
of the interpreter is only a reflection of the analogous coupling that
s David Lewin, "Is It Music?" Proceedings of the First Annual Conference of the American Society of University Composers (1966), pp. 50-51.
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results in the convincing composition: that of the compose
with his enthusiasm. His craft--constructive knowledge-is

different from the analytical understanding of the interprete

enthusiasm-not just his "inspiration" but also his convictio

significance of that inspiration-is the model for the intense a
tion that is essential to the convincing interpretation. One rec
this intensity of appreciation when one hears a brilliant perfo
that illuminates a great composition, or reads a criticism th
one long to hear an unknown work; but the principle extends
negative critiques. Negative criticism is effective only when it

on intensely cherished positive values.
The composer's conviction is, so to speak, an act of faith

precede the existence of the work that calls it forth, for it is w
the composer the courage to undertake and complete the comp
in the first place. But the interpreter's conviction should stem
from insight, a product of the experiential mode of knowle

along with the historical and technical modes, is necessar
former and critic alike. Faith without insight turns perfor
fanatics, critics into propagandists.
It is musical experience, then, that leads to the conviction o
performer and critic. This includes, of course, what I have cal
ception: the experience gained by close study of the work

One must have an accurate sense of how the work sounds-from ac-

tual hearing or from vivid auralization. One must grasp not only its
formal structure but also its dramatic rhetoric. One must empathize
with whatever expression of mood or emotion one may believe it to
convey, with due consideration of its textual or other verbal associations. And one must try to grasp what Schumann called its spiritGeist-that mysterious quality that somehow reflects the outlook of
the individual, the social milieu, and the age that produced it. To be
aware of these aspects is not enough: one must feel them. When musical perception is deeply felt experience it becomes the source of conviction, both of the value of a composition and of the validity of one's
conception of its performance. If the work itself is the source of both
the performer's and the critic's authority, it acts through a convincing
conception derived from an intensely felt perception. The performer

embodies that conception in actual musical sound; the critic tries to

convey it indirectly, by verbal suggestion.
The projection of this conception, whether musically or verbally,
is an act of re-creative criticism. To put it aphoristically: the perform-

ance criticizes the composition. But equally, although in a different
sense, the composition criticizes the performance. That is a succinct
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way of summarizing a complex process. The criticism of a composition, as here defined, is primarily re-creative. Although it will inevita-

bly imply certain judgments, these need never be stated explicitly.
But a performance is already a re-creation; so criticism of a performance, once it moves beyond pure description, must be judicial. For the
only significant way in which the critic can interpret the performance

is to relate it to his own view of the composition. That inevitably
means a comparison between two perceptions of the composition, the

performer's and the critic's own, and hence two conceptions of its
proper performance. Moreover, the comparison is bound to imply,
even when it does not specifically pronounce, some sort of judgment.

Thus the composition-as perceived by the critic--evaluates the performance-as conceived by the performer.
There is, to be sure, another dimension to the judicial criticism of
performance. The critic evaluates not only the performer's conception

but also his realization of that conception: his execution. One can, of
course, concentrate on one of these aspects to the exclusion of the
other-sometimes to the point of forgetting that performance is not
pure execution. Hence the undue praise sometimes bestowed on sheer
virtuosity; and hence the familiar disclaimer, "The composition made
no sense to me, but it was well played." Nevertheless, serious criticism of any performer, as of any performance, must be related to the
work performed; indeed, any serious criticism of a performance is at

the same time a criticism of the work.

It should now be clear why I have called the critic a performer,
and why I have claimed that his knowledge of music is most closely
allied with the performer's. His re-creation of a composition is, as it
were, an ideal imaginary performance, against which his evaluation of

any actual performance is measured. Although he does not (as critic)
realize his conception with the vividness and completeness of an actual

rendition, he can, through words, enable his readers to imagine it
with him. The ideal may in fact be unrealizable (Beethoven's Opus
io6 can hardly be played with both optimum speed and optimum clarity); yet it is by such an ideal that the critic must measure any actual
performance.
He can go one step further. He can suggest how one might profitably think about a composition in order to arrive at one's own concep-

tion of a performance--imaginary or real. A work only heard is a
work apprehended through the perception of another. It is part of the

critic's job to help the listener consider the work in such ways as to
enable him to perceive it directly for himself, independently of any
interpreter.
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Perhaps, however, the performer is the wrong model
Perhaps critic and performer alike should aspire still f
composer's knowledge as well as to his enthusiasm. Su
poser's perception of his own work, his conception of its
is the uniquely authoritative standard!
Distinctions are necessary. The composer's knowled
discussed under several heads, not all of which are rel

problem. First, there is his original conception of the com

idea that shaped it, and the shape that in turn it gav
There is his technical knowledge: the craft already me

is his memory of the actual inner process of composition

autobiographical knowledge about the outer circumstan

ing that process. Finally, there is his perception of the f

and a consequent conception of its performance.
Of these, the composer's technique is not in question
cal knowledge, indispensable to him in the execution o

tion. If he is a master, his craft is an object of imitation

by younger composers. Like an athlete's physical powe

can be an object of admiration. Nevertheless, the work it
craft that it embodies, is the locus of artistic value and t

artistic knowledge.
To be sure, it is always fascinating and often instructi
deduce from sketches, drafts, and the like, a composer's
ing: how he uses his technique. Thus, although the com

iarity with his own creative process is necessarily uni
and critical attempts to probe that process are highly
studies can yield valuable information about the comp

and can help in reconstructing accurate texts; yet their r
interpretation of the finished composition must remain
is the version finally chosen, not the one rejected, by wh

position stands or falls. As Tovey has put it:

You cannot . . . enjoy the first movement of Beethoven'

phony if you insist on thinking the while of Beethoven's se
different sketches of its exposition. They are among the mo
documents recording the profound workings of a creative m
only way in which they can help you to enjoy the symphon

ing your attention to what it is. ... They have helped yo
they showed you "how it was done", but because they dre

tion to what was done; and on that, and that alone, your att
remain fixed, or the whole object of all that loving and labo

is lost.6

6 Donald Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, III, "Conc
1936), PP. 4-5-
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The composer's autobiographical knowledge about the piec

again unique and often valuable--so far as the accuracy of his mem
permits. But it too is only indirectly relevant and is sometimes m
puzzling than helpful. Here, for example, is what Stockhausen
say about the genesis of his composition Sirius:

The spirit of it is that it is music from Sirius, which is transposed o
planet and [reveals] the possibilities of this planet, because I think th
culture of this planet has been mainly formed by visitors from Siriu

I know. . that I have come from Sirius, myself.7

More serious-or less Sirius-is the question of the compo

own perception of his finished work. Does it too occupy a uni
privileged position? Today it is fashionable, especially in the f
literary criticism, to deny priority to any single interpretatio

text, whether by the author or anyone else. The position is a tem
one, especially with regard to arts that depend on performanc
certainly true that a performer can discover many aspects of a co
sition that are unknown to its composer. After all, he has to lear

piece! He knows, or should know, every note, every nuance,
intimate way. (Naturally, I refer to the conscientious perform

the one who studies only his own part.) The composer may

known all those details once (although nowadays one cannot ev
sure of that), but he may well have forgotten them. If he ma

conscious effort to learn his piece, he too is an interpreter.
When Schoenberg made his famous discovery of the derivat
the second principal theme of his Kammersymphonie from a skelet
inversion of the first,8 twenty years had passed since the compos

of the piece-twenty years during which he was apparently i
dark about a relationship which he later came to think was cru
the unity of the work. When he finally realized the thematic

nection he did so, not as a composer but as an analyst, a c

mental performer, hearing the work in his imagination. From m

experience I can testify that a much simpler derivation in my
Violin Sonata No. 1 -the reappearance in the second movement
important motif from the first, in diminution -completely es

my conscious attention until I had to learn the piano part for a p
performance.

On the other hand, there are cases in which the composer's

formance, real or imagined, of his work seems to have influenced

7 David Felder, "An Interview with Karlheinz Stockhausen," Perspectives of
Music, xvi, I (Fall-Winter 1977), 99.
8 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea (New York, 1975), pp. 222-23.
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final shaping, his experience as a critic
his knowledge as a pure composer. Cho
is characterized by the frequent use of t
ted eighth followed by a sixteenth. This
script, is to be coordinated with the pre
(The first printed edition, which fails to
was apparently never proofread by Chop
shows that after completing the prelude
motif to two equal eighths at the begi
double-dotting in the remaining meas
Chopin's rubato style of playing, we c
might easily have arisen spontaneously
ing that this variation emphasized the
and increased the momentum toward the
then have incorporated what was origi
as a definitive detail of composition.
In such cases, one must indeed accep
of the finished composition as unique
might have adopted a similar rubato,
canonical status upon it. But there is a
although Chopin froze these details of pe
others that he did not write into the sco

what he did not specify he intentionally

those who might read or play the pre
was done with the completion-or in t
score; beyond that point he could not
ceptions. As Roger Sessions has put it
believe, set down in scores everything
the performer's guidance."10

In the case just cited one might say th
of his work has influenced, though ever
final embodiment of its conception. The

knowledge that is unquestionably the

original conception of the work, may so
perception of it. The third piece of Sessi
a case in point. Many attentive listener
the signature is two sharps, and Allen Fo

9 See Thomas Higgins, "Historical Background,
the Norton Critical Scores (New York, 1973), P
10 Roger Sessions, The Musical Experience of C
(Princeton, 1950), p. 72.
11 Roger Sessions, From My Diary (New Yor
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lyze the key as D. 12 Sessions has stated that he intended B mino
though he admits the possibility of C minor. My suspicion is tha

sion's conception of the piece-the basic structural and expre
ideas that initiated and controlled its composition -prejudice

perception; that is, it influenced him to hear the piece in ways no
justified by the score. (For example, the opening melodic phrase
left hand is framed by a fifth, Eb-B . That encourages one to he
accompanying ninth, F#-G, as the major-minor third of an E-flat

i.e., as G t,-G ?. But Sessions has written the first bass-note as D
thus denying the obvious fifth connection and suggesting what s
to me a much more strained interpretation.) That the composer h
self was uneasy is shown by a comparison of the first autograph
the final version. The earlier stage exhibits only a bass melody ag
a succession of bare ninths in the right hand. According to th
poser, it was in order to clarify the tonality that he added the p

middle voice-a voice that for some listeners confirms their or
E-flat impression!
The composer's liability to bias of this kind is thus another re
why his perception may be suspect. We must conclude that,
large, the composer's performances, analyses, and critiques of his
work, while of the greatest interest and value as a means of clar
his specific intentions, are by no means uniquely authoritative. A
all, suppose they were: which of Stravinsky's recordings of, s
Symphony of Psalms would be the "right" one?
For all the cogency of these and other arguments, however, m
cians seem unable to settle for the relativism of sheer textuality
what the literary world calls "deconstructionism." Today mor
ever they demand "authentic" performances of accurately recons
ed scores on instruments of the period. They pore over conte
raneous theoretical treatises to discover just what certain det
notation meant. They revive obsolete methods of articulatio
phrasing. These activities may seem pointless to one who insis
the composer's perception of his own work is no more valid than
other, that it possesses only historical interest. Pointless, that is,
he realizes that the aim of all this effort lies, or ought to lie
different direction: to present the work as nearly as possible, not

composerperceived it, but as he conceived it. For it is his conceptio
constitutes his unique knowledge; whatever value his perceptions

have is connected with their usefulness in helping us to defin
conception as accurately as possible. And certainly many criti

12 Allen Forte, Contemporary Tone-Structures (New York, 1955), PP. 48-62
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many performers, consider it their job to project a
given work that is as consonant as possible with the
ception, insofar as it can be ascertained. That aim, I
defended, anathema though it may be to the textua
structionists.

My position is supported by an argument both pragmatic and ide-

alistic. The pragmatic side somewhat resembles certain apologies for
religious commitment. Only by assuming the existence and the accessibility of a standard against which interpretations of a composition

must be measured can we prevent performances from degenerating
into displays of personal self-indulgence and critiques from becoming
mere exercises in autobiography. History and recent experience alike

indicate that the score alone cannot function as such a standard: the

score is essential, but it is not sufficient. One must realize its stylistic

implications, both historical and personal--one must penetrate, so to
speak, the language in which it is written. Thus Bach's scores failed to
protect us from years of what we now consider to be romantic exag-

geration; it was the insistence of dedicated musicians, critics, and
scholars, that Bach's language was not Stokowski's or Busoni's that
delivered us. Let us hope that a similar movement will succeed in
driving from the stage the present spate of Freudian Dutchmen and
Marxist Nibelungs.
Here the role of the historical scholar is crucial. Only through his

help can critic and performer gain an understanding of the circumstances surrounding the composition of music of an earlier period, of
the constraints accepted by its composers, of the range of possibilities

open to them. Without such understanding the interpreter's knowledge of the composer's language is bound to be incomplete, and his
attempt to establish a standard consequently suspect. In the same way
the interpreter of exotic music must depend on the researches of an

ethnomusicologist-although in this case the scholar to whom he

turns is often himself.

The interpreter of traditional music, too, may be his own scholar-but he certainly need not be. The historian on whom he relies,
however, is, or ought to be, an interpreter. It should already be amply
clear that I disagree profoundly with E. H. Gombrich when he writes:

"The historian is not a critic and should not aspire to be one. All he
can try to do is to tell the critic what the perspective of history has
taught him.""13 Coming at the end of a lengthy historical-critical
study, this remark may be ironic. If not, it is based on a narrow and
13 E. H. Gombrich, The Sense of Order (Ithaca, New York, 1979), P. 305-
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mistaken conception of the nature of criticism. Surely the term "his-

torical perspective" itself implies critical insight. Moreover, histor
would have nothing to teach a non-critical historian. I do not see how

any true historian-as distinguished from an indiscriminate narrato
or compiler of facts-can avoid functioning to some extent as a critic,

if only by his choice of subjects and by the relative importance h
bestows upon them.
The relation between interpreter and historian closely paralle

that between interpreter and analyst. The analyst, by the very nature
of his activity, is a kind of interpreter. The critic or performer, on th

other hand, may not be an analyst himself, but his activity presupposes dependable analysis-just as it presupposes accurate histori

cal orientation. Both "modes of understanding" (to return t

Blackmur's phrase) are indispensable to the interpreter who wishes to
advance beyond a purely subjective perception to a closer approxim
tion of the composer's conception.

One who has faith in that conception will entertain none of th
doubts voiced above as to the reliability of the composer's knowledge.

He will insist that no composer-none worth the name, at any rate

is really ignorant, in any important sense, of his own work. Although
it took Schoenberg years to discover the true connection between the
two themes of his Kammersymphonie, although Beethoven was never
aware of the complex motivic manipulation that Schoenberg found in

Opus I35,14 there must have been a sense in which each compose
"knew" the relationship all along, albeit subconsciously. He conceive
it, even if he never perceived it. As Schoenberg put it, such concep
tions can be a "subconsciously received gift from the Supreme Com
mander."'5 Stockhausen, too, we trust, could, if pressed, give us
sober account of the musical structure of Sirius. And if Chopin di

incorporate into his prelude a variation derived from critical perform
ance, he was not revising but clarifying his basic conception.

For the conception is broader and more flexible than any singl
interpretation can be. We have all heard "authentic" performances
rigid that they were quite inauthentic in effect; yet composers hav
rarely defined their conceptions in rigid terms. If the interpreter
justified by faith in his acceptance of a hypothetical standard as

guide, the composer on his side must match it by his own faith in the

viability of his work, particularly in its powers of adaptation to chang

ing aesthetic attitudes and social conditions. Above all, he must hav
14 Schoenberg, Style and Idea, pp. 220-22.

1' Ibid.
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faith in its ability to retain its integrity throughout th

vicissitudes of practical performance and
which not even pure electronic music is
vinsky, he demonstrates evidence of this
ample, we should rejoice, not carp. Such a

public pres
exempt). W
faith throu
composer k

Blackmur said of literature is equally true of music:

So far as it is alive, [it] is made again at every instant. It is
as part of the process of being known afresh; what is perma
always fresh, and it can be fresh only in performance--tha
and seeing and hearing what is actually in it at this place a

. . The critic brings to consciousness the means of perf

Exactly so. We can know a piece of music only thr
formance, real or imagined. So when the discussion n
last it must, to the judicial criticism of composition,

cepted as axiomatic that whenever a critic praises or bla

sition he is basing his judgment on a performance,

either his own or another's-of that composition. In all f
fore, he must try to distinguish the composer's work fr

preter's-what is "permanent" from what is "fresh."
Roger Sessions recounts an experience that is to th

As a very young student, I for years nourished a dislike fo

Piano Quartet of Brahms because I had misread an impor

two short phrases. Had I been aware of the bass-line and of

progressions, which I knew, but to which, through inex

not paid sufficient attention, I would have realized it was a
measure phrase; I would have realized that a certain disturb
repetition was only an incident in a larger design instead o
a rather mechanical and perfunctory lapse of energy on Br

Sessions went wrong precisely because he had failed

his own performance; he had taken a limited perception

authoritative.

Judicial criticism, then, must be informed by a faith in the conception of the composition as a standard that can be ascertained and that
should be respected, for neither the technical success nor the ultimate

significance of the work can be determined without reference to it.
The critic can demonstrate, with comparative ease, the kinds of musi16 R. P. Blackmur, The Lion and the Honeycomb (New York, 1955), p. 19917 Sessions, The Musical Experience, p. 79. The passage in question is in the opening
Allegro non troppo, mm. 70-77.
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cal insight that arouse confidence in his evaluations of compositional
technique: his sensitivity to sheer sound, his response to rhythm, his

powers of harmonic discrimination, his sense of line and form, his
analytical ingenuity. All these enable him to discuss the music in more

or less objective terms, to make statements about it that can be

checked against the score and the reader's own experience of the score.
But such judgments can be meaningless or misleading without reference to a properly defined conception.

It is probably true of any non-representational form of art that
conception and execution are almost indistinguishable aspects of a
single process; it is certainly true of music. Ready separability of the
two is a sure sign of academicism, whether in the case of the traditional composer who decides to write in sonata form and thinks up themes
to fill it out, or of the serialist who arranges notes purely in accordance

with an abstract plan. For the creative composer conception and execution are almost inextricable, to the point where the conception can
usually be defined only in terms of its execution. Hence the critic
must be wary of trying to define the conception abstractly. He may
end up in the position of his colleagues who condemned Brahms's
Second Piano Concerto because it failed to display the soloist as a
concerto should. But Brahms was not writing a concerto, he was writing that concerto. What he produced was not, as the critics thought, a
bad example of a traditional concerto, but the prototype of a new
form-as Hanslick realized when he called it a symphony with obbligato pianoforte. I once wrote that "a work of art ought to imply the
standards by which it demands to be judged."'8s With respect to music
I could put the same proposition this way: it is the execution of the
composition that reveals its conception.
The critic's ultimate task is the judicial appraisal of that conception, and it is his most problematic. Recreation of the composition has
presumably explained what the work is trying to do; its evaluation has
tried to measure how well it has succeeded. Now the judgment of its
conception must assess the worthiness of that aim. Once again, it is
fashionable today to deny the necessity or even the possibility of such
a judgment. All media, all methods, all styles, we are told, are equally
valid. Even if the critic tries to explain the composer's intention-a
task that many consider irrelevant or dangerous if not impossible-he
must never evaluate it. At most, he may judge the success of its realization. It is easy to understand the popularity of this position. The
18 Edward T. Cone, "Analysis Today," Problems of Modern Music, ed. Paul Henry

Lang (New York, I960), p. 49.
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final step depends not just on the critic's musical sen

personal values as well; and those he has no right

others. At this point, then, it seems that we must ag
critic's "terminal evaluations will in essence be pur
cal and will be authoritative only to men like him
I refuse, however, to admit that this conclusion ab

from the duty of making that final judgment. Indeed
ever there is a practical urgency requiring of him su

For he can hardly claim to be a critic of music unles
define what music is; and he cannot do that without

ing, or otherwise evaluating the bewilderingly v

embodied in what is being paraded as music today. Jo

nary Landscape may be, for all I know, the best

twelve radios; certainly his 4'33" is the most successf

utter silence yet produced. The questions remain:
composition for twelve radios be? What is the mu
the personal, social, or political) significance of a s
Are these, in any intelligible sense, music at all?

Definition means the establishment of limits. Unle
to establish such limits for music, one must accept a
anyone chooses to call music. Actually, the process se

way: we accept as a musician anybody who calls hi
then accept as music whatever any musician calls m
must accept as a critic anybody who calls himsel

whatever he writes as criticism. Under these circumstances the entire

enterprise becomes meaningless.
To take criticism seriously, on the other hand, implies that the
critic must have some standards by which he judges musical conceptions-at least to the point of deciding whether or not they can properly be called musical. And if his statements are to carry any authority
at all, he must in some way make those standards clear. His definition
need not be explicit; it can be implied, for example, by the traditions

to which he appeals, by the comparisons he finds relevant, by the
reasons he adduces for praise or blame. It is, I grant, a risky business.
As I once wrote, with respect to the problem of trying to assess We-

bern's stature:

It is a decision that depends on one's beliefs about the limits and aims of
art in general and is thus not exclusively musical, although it must at the
same time be peculiarly musical. It must be made on faith, and it must be
accepted or rejected in the same spirit."9
19 Cone, "Analysis Today," p. 50.
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In the end, the critic himself must be willing to stand judged. In a

sense all of us are revealed-or shown up-by our taste.20 Moreover,
every great work of art eventually demonstrates the inadequacy of
even the best critic. Mario Praz has insisted that fakes must inevitably
give themselves away. They succeed for a time by capitalizing on the
prevailing view of the artist they imitate:
But let a few years pass (they need not be many), and the point of view
changes insensibly but inevitably; historical and philological research al-

ters the data of a problem; and certain aspects of the personality of an

artist, not apparent before, are brought into the light, with the result that
we no longer feel as our fathers did, or as we ourselves felt yesterday.21

For analogous reasons we constantly need new criticism of great
works. The greater the work, the more partial must be any single
interpretation and the more inevitable its eventual supersession.
One should not feel dispirited, however. To call an old recorded
performance or critique dated is not necessarily to disparage it. What
the performer brought out, what the critic explained, may have been
important news to their contemporaries, even though to a later gener-

ation the interpretations may seem exaggerated, uninformed, or
downright misconceived. But yesterday's misconceptions may have
contributed to today's insights; and who knows-they may one day
prove not to have been misconceptions after all. The critic succeeds,
not by uncovering eternal truths about a work, but by helping his
readers to establish a closer contact with it. If the music stands in

ultimate judgment over him, great art stands in judgment over us all.
Princeton University

20 Graham Greene is reported to have said, "I've got no admiration for people who

like Ian Fleming." (In Penelope Gilliatt's profile, "The Dangerous Edge," The New
Yorker [March 26, 1979], p. 48.) We may not agree with him in this instance, but w

can understand what he means.

21 Mario Praz, Mnemosyne (Princeton, 1970), p. 34-
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